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Zenith – Ref. 01.0200.415 A rare and fine stainless steel ‘El Primero’ Chronograph 

Introduced by Zenith in 1972, the El Primero Ref. 01.0200.415 was 
produced in a limited series of 4950 examples. Only in production for a 
mere 6 years before being replaced by the Ref. 01.0201.415 with ‘black 
dial’ counting 50 pieces, the present watch has become a highly sought 
after vintage Zenith watches. 

Also called ‘The Big Blue’ or ‘TV Screen’, this chronograph features a 
squarish-tounneau, masculine and robust oversized 42mm stainless 
steel case. Zenith advertises the Ref. 01.0200.415 as “A new elaborately 
styled model with larger, easy to use press levers, replacing the usual 
push buttons”. In fact there’s a single piece of steel that function as a 
lever when activating the pushers. 

The watch was sold with an integrated stainless steel bracelet that 
starts at 31mm wide at the lugs and tapers to 16mm at the clasp, 
adding a nice level of comfort on the wrist. Zenith used two different 
bracelets for this model. The earlier examples, like we have here, had a 
thicker, heavy style of bracelet, dual signed at the clasp with both the 
Zenith and Châtelain logos.  

Offered in excellent condition, this present timepiece is a fantastic 
opportunity for vintage Zenith collectors to add a beautiful specimen 
of the rare reference to their collection. 

 
Manifacturer – Zenith 
Years – 1970s 
 
Movement – Zenith El Primero 3019 PHC, Automatic winding. 
Model Name – El Primero  
Reference – 01.0200.415 
Material – Stainless steel case 
Bracelet/Strap – Zenith - Châtelain stainless steel bracelet (integrated) 
Clasp/Buckle – Zenith - Châtelain stainless steel clasp 
Dimensions – 42,1mm x 44,2mm 
Signed - Dial, Movement, Crown, Bracelet and Caseback 

 

 

CONDITION REPORT 
 
MOVEMENT: is running* at the time of cataloguing, and the 

chronograph working. Servicing recommended.  

CASE: the stainless steel case is preserved in excellent condition. 
There are light signs of wear visible with the naked eye, such as 

fine scuffs and scratches. Case and bracelet might have been light 

polished. Zenith crown smoothly screws in and can be easily be 

pulled out to set the time – Position 1. Time, Position 2. Calendar. 

The two press levers correctly start, stop and reset the 

chronograph. Caseback is engraved ‘SURF STAINLESS STEEL’ with 

the reference number “01-0200-415” and presents deeper 

scratches. Hardened mineral glass presents minor scuffs.  

DIAL: The original ‘deep blue’ dial remains in superlative condition free 

of any crack. Small defect at 8 o’clock, right down the subseconds left 

register. Original hand-set is preserved in excellent condition. 
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*Please note that the movement has not been tested for the accuracy of time and may need a service at the buyer's expense. Vintage Watch Leader guarantees 1 month 
working of the movement and we do not guarantee the authenticity of any individual component parts since subsequent repairs a nd restoration work may have resulted 
in the replacement of original parts.  
 
 
The watch is sold in the condition it is in at the time of sale.  The online condition report is provided to assist you with assessing t he condition of the watch and is for 
guidance purposes only. The images of the watch also form part of the online condition report  for the watch provided by Vintage Watch Leader. Any reference to condition 
in the online condition report does not amount to a full description of condition. The online condition report may make refer ence to particular imperfections of the watch 
but you should note that the watch may have other faults not expressly referred to in the online condition report of the watch or shown in the online images of the watch 
(for example, the online condition report may not specify mechanical replacements or imperfecti ons to the movement, case, dial, pendulum, separate base(s) or dome). 
Watches in water-resistant cases have been opened to examine movements but no warranties are made that the watches are currently water -resistant.  The online condition 
report may not refer to all faults, restoration, alteration or adaptation but rather the online condition report is a statement of subjective, q ualified opinion (for example, 
information regarding colour,  clar ity and weight of gemstones are statements of opinion only and not  statements of fact).  In addition, certain images of the watch provided 
online may not accurately reflect the actual condition of the watch (for example, the online images may represent colours and shades which are different to the watch’s  
actual colour and shades). For these reasons, the online condition report is not an alternative to taking your own professional advice regard ing the condition of the watch.  
NOTWITHSTANDING THIS ONLINE CONDITION REPORT OR ANY DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING A WATCH, ALL WATCHES ARE OFFERED AND SOLD "AS IS" IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE CONDITIONS OF SALE/BUSINESS APPLICABLE TO THE RESPECTIVE SALE.  


